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MultiTrans 7 Patch 7.0.22347.1_7.0.23073.1 
 

 

New Features 

(79632, 79634) A new REST API is available to manage user access to MultiTrans. This includes: 

a. (79635, 79640, 79955) createPM and updatePM to create and update users with profile of 
Project Manager. 

b) (79636, 79642) createProvider and updateProvider to create and update users with profile of 
Providers. 

c) (79637, 79642, 79638) createAdmin and updateAdmin to create and update users with profile 
of Administrators. 

d) (79643) An endpoint to deactivate active users is available. 
e) (79641) An endpoint to updateContact active users is available. 
f) (79645) A new REST API endpoint, listUser, is available to list MultiTrans users, categorized by 

profile if required.  See your instance of Swagger for further details. 
g) (79646) Administrators can be given access to call API endpoints. 

 

Program Updates 
1. (79631, 79009) When determining productivity, services with no productivity defined will not 

show as over booked.  

2. (4795) Added new SSRS report, Productivity Report by Timesheet.  

3. (58932) In the French Interface, notification templates are now sorted by alphabetical order. 

4. (61106) When searching multiple TextBases a user can now switch between multiple TextBases. 

5. (64553, 77762, 78564, 79211, 77761, 77763, 78436, 79359, 80646) Added additional 
localizations throughout MultiTrans. 

6. (78305, 78306, 79391, 79279, 79538, 80646, 80717, 80719, 80859) Fixed formatting issues 
throughout MultiTrans. 

7. (78812) Added additional WCAG compliance attributes. 

8. (79793) Updated the wording of the error message when a user tries to update a username of a 
contact that doesn’t already exist. 

9. (79868) Actual remaining hours is now displayed when selecting a user with an undefined 
productivity. 

10. (79743) On the Flow >  PM > Administration >  List Administration: Currency tab, if the exchange 
rate field is left empty the currency value is now still saved. 
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11. (79615) When using the Studio Integration, fixed issue of missing spaces following a segment 
merge. 

12. (79611) When importing a PPTX all soft returns are maintained. 

13. (79392) On the Overbooking Reason pop-up, if a user selects “Cancel” all values revert to their 
previous value automatically.  

14. (64672) New Business Units that are added now appear in sequential order. 

15. (68618) On the Task Authorization template, removed the duplicate wording of “cost” for the 
cost variable. 

16. (78993) A prompt is now sent if a user is trying to create a new agency when an agency of the 
same name already exists.  

17. (78623) On the Request Overview tab, a user can now see when a request was completed by 
hovering over the status icon. 

18. (78912) Removed character restriction of title when creating a new request. 

19. (73562) Resolved bug that was periodically preventing the Project Status from moving to 
delivered after a customer review as completed. 

20. (75568) Resolved bug that was corrupting file names containing non-Latin characters. 

21. (76602) Resolved bug in the Provider CSV export that was not allowing internal providers to be 
marked as such in the report. 

22. (78516) Resolved bug that was not allowing for alert messages to appear in the client portal. 

23. (79010) Resolved bug of the Reference Project Number value not displaying in the Reference 
Project Number column on the PM Portal. 

24. (79674, 79693) Resolved bugs stemming from an agency provider being created using the 
important functionality. 

25. (79743) Resolved bug of username showing as 'null', when the contact is added in the contact 
tab while creating customer. 

26. (79876) Resolved bug of internal providers having to accept/refuses tasks If "Providers must 

accept/refuse tasks (for External providers)" is selected. 

27. (80872) Resolved bug of a PM not being able to import an XML file for Providers and Customers. 

28. (80902) Resolved bug of the Overbooking popup appearing after a PM assigs a provider without 
a defined productivity and then updates the task delivery date. 
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About RWS 

RWS Holdings plc is the world’s leading provider of technology-enabled language, content management and intellectual property services.  

We help our customers to connect with and bring new ideas to people globally by communicating business critical content at scale and  
enabling the protection and realization of their innovations. 

Our vision is to help organizations interact effectively with people anywhere in the world by solving their language, content and market  
access challenges through our collective global intelligence, deep expertise and smart technology. 

Customers include 90 of the globe’s top 100 brands, the top 10 pharmaceutical companies and approximately half of the top 20 patent filers  
worldwide. Our client base spans Europe, Asia Pacific, and North and South America across the technology, pharmaceutical, medical, legal,  
chemical, automotive, government and telecommunications sectors, which we serve from offices across five continents. 

Founded in 1958, RWS is headquartered in the UK and publicly listed on AIM, the London Stock Exchange regulated market (RWS.L). 

For further information, please visit: www.rws.com 

© All Rights Reserved. Information contained herein is deemed confidential and the proprietary information of RWS Group*.  
*RWS Group shall mean RWS Holdings PLC for and on behalf of its affiliates and subsidiaries. 

http://www.rws.com/

